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A. Theory only Papers

Title and Code of Paper

I. 20 multiple choice questions using OMR sheet. Time: First 15 Minutes of the Examination. 20 Marks.

II Theory Examination Total Marks 80

Time: 2 Hrs 45 Minutes

i Short Answer Questions: Answer 10 out of 12 in a sentence or two.

Total marks 10x1=10

ii Paragraph Questions: Answer any 8 questions out of ten in a paragraph.

Total Marks 8x5=40

iii Essay Questions. Answer any two questions out of three.

Total Marks 2x15=30

B. Theory Section of Papers with Practicals.

Title and Code of Paper

I. 20 multiple choice questions using OMR sheet Time: First 15 Minutes of the Examination. 20 Marks

II Theory Examination Total Marks: 50

Time: 2 Hrs 45 Minutes.

i Paragraph Questions: Answer any 6 questions out of eight in a paragraph.
Total Marks 6x5=30

iii Essay Questions. Answer any two questions out of three.

Total Marks 2x10=20